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BEFORE THE PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION OF THE
STATE OF CALIFORNIA
Order Instituting Rulemaking to Oversee the
Resource Adequacy Program, Consider Program
Refinements, and Establish Forward Resource
Adequacy Procurement Obligations.

Rulemaking 19-11-009

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA EDISON COMPANY (U 338-E) AND
CALIFORNIA COMMUNITY CHOICE ASSOCIATION’S SECOND REVISED
TRACK 3B.2 PROPOSAL
Pursuant to the Assigned Commissioner’s Amended Track 3B and Track 4 Scoping Memo
and Ruling, dated December 11, 2020, Southern California Edison Company (“SCE”) and
California Community Choice Association (“CalCCA”) (together, the “Joint Parties”) submit
this second revised Track 3B.2 proposal.1
I.
INTRODUCTION
SCE and CalCCA have continued to evaluate their proposal (“Joint Parties Proposal”) in
light of the valuable discussions held during the three-day workshop process on February 8-10,
2021. While the workshops have not fundamentally changed the Joint Parties Proposal,2 they
have shed light on the types of issues that would need to be addressed in implementation and
have led SCE and CalCCA to the conclusion that none of the identified issues are unsolvable.

1
2

Pursuant to Rule 1.8(d) of the California Public Utilities Commission’s (“Commission’s”) Rules of
Practice and Procedure, CalCCA has authorized SCE to file this revised proposal on its behalf.
Given that SCE and CalCCA have not altered the Joint Parties Proposal, the proposal is attached to
this filing for reference as Appendix A. The Joint Parties’ workshop presentation is attached to this
filing as Appendix B.
1

To update the record in this regard, SCE and CalCCA offer this filing to provide for clear next
steps that would address the concerns identified by stakeholders throughout this proceeding.
II.
POTENTIAL SOLUTIONS FOR IDENTIFIED CONCERNS
The additional details presented in this revised proposal demonstrate the range of
alternatives available to address stakeholders’ concerns. These supplemental methodologies are
not designed to represent final proposals or preferred joint party solutions on these issues, but
rather provide a demonstration that the net load duration curve methodology is robust and
workable. Specifically, the Joint Parties conclude:
 While the net load duration curve methodology would not resolve all of the
temporal simplifications in the existing Resource Adequacy (“RA”) structure, it
would make significant improvements and is compatible with further refinements,
if necessary, to address temporal concerns, use limitations, and other real-world
operational constraints.
 Further analysis should be conducted to determine the need for additional
refinements, including consideration of the policy tradeoffs inherent in adding
complexity to RA compliance for both market participants and regulators.
 Several potential augmentations should be considered to further address temporal
and other constraints, including: (1) Minimum Availability Category; (2)
modified must-offer obligations in the California Independent System Operator’s
(“CAISO’s”) market; (3) required hours for use-limited resource demonstration;
(4) a representative day Net Qualifying Energy (“NQE”) showing; and/or (5) an
adjusted Planning Reserve Margin (“PRM”).
 Resources whose availability may be limited such as hydro or thermal resources
with start limitations may require alternative solutions, such as modifying mustoffer obligations or forecasting availability based on economic dispatch modeling.
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 While forecasting on a “bottom-up” non-coincident peak basis adds complexity
compared with the current “top-down” coincident peak methodology, the added
complexity is warranted to achieve the desired reliability goals.
 Netting wind and solar to produce a net load duration curve will require
determination of the forecast uncertainty to ensure the desired level of reliability.
 Hybrid storage NQE crediting may require additional analysis to properly account
for charging limitations (e.g., Investment Tax Credit (“ITC”) limitation).
The recognition of these issues and availability of solutions provide confidence that the Joint
Parties Proposal can be carried forward into an implementation phase for further development of
a modified RA framework.
The Joint Parties’ discussion in this revised proposal should not be viewed as
recommendations, but, instead, possible solutions if further analysis indicates that modification
of the proposal is needed. In doing so, the Joint Parties believe the Commission will have the
information necessary to identify in the scheduled Track 3B.2 decision in the second quarter of
2021 which RA structural reform proposal should be further pursued for implementation.
A.

Temporal Aspects of the NQE Formulation
The Joint Parties believe there is merit in addressing the temporal aspects of the Joint

Parties Proposal in two phases. The concern, noted by the Joint Parties and discussed during the
workshops, is that in creating a net load duration curve, temporal constraints may be overlooked.
The first phase is to study the issue to quantitatively address the concern by measuring how
likely and how large the problem may be as the needs of the system and the RA fleet continue to
evolve. Once the probability and magnitude are known, then the appropriate solution to the issue
can be assessed and implemented in the second phase.
1.

Quantitative Analysis of the Probability and Magnitude

The issue of temporal concern within this proposal is best described as follows. It is
possible to construct a portfolio of resources that meets the Net Qualifying Capacity (“NQC”)
3

and NQE measurements as well as being capable to charge energy storage within the loadserving entity’s (“LSE”) portfolio, yet may still not meet the reliability needs in all hours since
the resources produce energy in a time period that is not coincident with the load needs.
Furthermore, concerns have been raised that the proposal may fail to create a level playing field
for portfolios relying on different technologies, undermining decarbonization goals and
diversification of the state’s energy portfolio.
In the current RA program, the temporal concern arises from the fundamental
simplification of many grid reliability needs into a single monthly compliance requirement for
LSEs and a single valuation for each resource that is unlikely to reflect every dimension of a
resource’s reliability contributions and operational constraints. While the Joint Parties Proposal
seeks to significantly expand the granularity and accuracy of the RA compliance requirement by
incorporating explicit accounting for both capacity and energy across multiple hours, it does not
explicitly represent every resource attribute as a compliance metric.
Prior to determining the preferred approach to address this concern, further evaluation of
the nature and potential magnitude of the temporal issue is needed to determine the appropriate
solution, if any, is needed.
As a first step, the Commission should work with parties to further evaluate the temporal
concern. While a theoretical portfolio without additional constraints could produce a result that
is detrimental to reliability, the Commission and stakeholders should consider the potential of a
non-reliable portfolio when the practical constraints of the RA program are considered.
Specifically, in addition to the proposed capacity, energy, and storage requirements, every LSE’s
RA portfolio will be required to meet flexible requirements and will include local RA resources
and a significant share of Cost Allocation Mechanism resources. Given the geographic
constraints for local and the resource characteristic constraints for flex, it is less likely that an
LSE will construct a portfolio meeting the NQC, NQE, local, and flexible needs while running
into temporal constraint issues.
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As such, the Joint Parties recommend the Commission, in coordination with the CAISO,
conduct a study that first evaluates the system as a whole. Ignoring for the moment individual
LSEs, the study should evaluate the overall resource portfolio within the CAISO system that will
meet the local and flexible RA requirements and the portfolio’s ability to meet the net load peak
(NQC) and NQE needs as defined within the Joint Parties Proposal. The CAISO has conducted
a preliminary portfolio analysis for a single month that could be very informative in this study.
While the CAISO has only performed this analysis for a single month, with the portfolio of
shown resources for that month, additional months and differing portfolios should be considered.
Second, the study should evaluate whether it is possible at the individual LSE level to procure a
portfolio that achieves paper compliance but does not adequately contribute to system reliability
due to the temporal concerns. Such a study would determine if it is possible for an LSE to lean
on other LSEs even if the portfolio at a system level produces a reliable outcome. This analysis
is important to ensure that all LSEs equally contribute to grid reliability.
2.

Potential Solutions

The Joint Parties have identified several potential solutions to the temporal concern.
The selection of the solution, and whether any solution is necessary, will depend on the
probability and magnitude of the temporal concern as determined through the study outlined
above.
a)

Minimum Availability Category Application

Historically, the RA program has included constraints to ensure LSE portfolios do not
include excessive shares of use-limited resources through the use of Maximum Cumulative
Capacity (“MCC”) buckets calibrated to system-level needs. However, the MCC bucket system
is problematic for multiple reasons, including its restriction on development of portfolios of uselimited resources which, collectively, provide diversity benefits and reliability value beyond the
buckets of their subsidiary resources.
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To minimize the likelihood that LSEs show portfolios which are incapable of meeting
their demand profiles due to use limitations or other constraints, an additional modeling overlay
could be included to ensure LSEs provide resources with minimum operating characteristics.
One approach is to create an overlay based on individual LSE load shapes using a simple
formula to ensure each LSE shows resources capable of being dispatched with the frequency and
duration needed to meet that LSE’s peak hours in each month. This is simplified relative to the
current MCC bucket calibration approach due to the netting of wind and solar, which have been
difficult to fit within the MCC bucket structure. Rather than maximums, this approach could
require minimum showings of resources, singly or in combination, that can deliver energy during
strips of net load hours to meet specific thresholds of dispatch, such as 4, 8, 16, and 24-hour
resource availability durations and minimum available starts per summer month. The exact
criteria for which strips would be required and in which amount could be determined on an LSEspecific basis depending on the net load duration curve that the LSE has to serve. For example,
an LSE with many hours of excess solar would have no requirement for any 24 hour dispatchable
strips since its net load duration curve has no 24-hour periods in which the LSE would need to
serve load.
The combination of ensuring that the LSE’s portfolio can meet the NQE and the
“Minimum Availability Category” (“MAC”) structure could then ensure that load needs are met
in all hours and the temporal aspects of generation are addressed. This structure would still
retain incentives to develop resources (including storage) to meet the duration need of load,
because the LSE could identify combinations of resources to meet its MAC requirements.
For example, an LSE needing to meet an 80 MWh energy need over an 8-hour period,
given its net load duration curve, could choose a single 8-hour 10 MW/80 MWh storage device
or could choose two 4-hour 10 MW/40 MWh storage devices. The process could then count the
capacity based upon the MAC bucket structure. In this example, the two 4-hour batteries would
count for the same NQC (i.e., 10 MW) as the single 8-hour battery since their use is anticipated
to meet an energy need of that duration. Additionally, this could be viewed as counting the
6

capacity from the battery for the energy duration it is designed to serve. That is, what is the
maximum capacity the storage device could output continuously to achieve the amount of energy
over the duration for which it is being counted. In the example above, the 10 MW capacity
4-hour storage device that can output at that level for four hours would be counted at 10 MW if
shown in the MAC for a 4-hour duration device. However, if it is in the 8-hour MAC, the
maximum capacity would need to be 5 MW to be able to provide the total 40 MWh accounted
for within that category (40 MWh / 8 hours duration = 5 MW capacity). Similarly, contracts for
imports and demand response could count in the minimum availability bucket of the contractual
obligation and CAISO resources could count up to their appropriate minimum availability bucket
dependent on the limitations, if any, for their operation.
This process would enable LSEs to establish the portfolios they desire, including a
portfolio of completely non-emitting resources provided they met the NQC, NQE, charging, and
MAC requirements shaped to their monthly net peaks as well as total net energy needs. To do so
may require an amount of installed capacity from the generating resources well above the load
needs of the LSE and energy storage sized appropriately to meet net peak load needs, as well as
energy needs through the MAC buckets. The solution is therefore not only capable of meeting
current reliability needs but is also durable enough to meet expected future resource changes to
meet climate-related policy goals.
b)

Must-Offer Obligations

Use limitations are currently addressed through various operational requirements within
the CAISO market, which may limit the need to address them explicitly in the RA program.
Specifically, the CAISO is presently considering a restriction on storage RA resources that
would require a specified state of charge by the net load peak to ensure the resource is available
for dispatch at the time the resource is expected to be needed for reliability. Similarly, Pacific
Gas and Electric Company (“PG&E”) has put forth a proposal that utilizes a “slice of day”
concept to place must-offer obligations on resources based upon the period of time they are
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being used to meet RA obligations. In addition, modifications to either the CAISO Resource
Adequacy Availability Incentive Mechanism or the proposed unforced capacity (“UCAP”)
method could provide incentives for resources to be made available at the time of the expected
need.
While these operational requirements can sub-optimize resources on days where system
need is different than anticipated within the RA framework, the probability of such an outcome
may be outweighed by its benefits, solving some temporal issues without the need for added
complexity in RA counting. As such, this mechanism may have a potential application for some
portion of the RA fleet to meet reliability needs and should be examined along with the other
potential solutions within this document or other identified means that may not yet be available.
c)

Established Hours for NQE Demonstration

As discussed above, the temporal issue arises when the period of production from
resources is not coincident with the load needs for the same time period. For example, a 1 MW
resource capable of operating in all 720 hours of a month can produce 720 MWh. But it cannot
produce 720 MWh in a single or subset of hours of the month. The study process described
above could be used to identify the most likely hours in which an energy need would not be met.
Logically, it is unlikely that there will be an unmet energy need in May during the daylight hours
as load is low and the amount of renewable energy is abundant. However, it is possible that after
the net load peak hour there may be unmet energy need once solar generation has fallen to zero
output and the batteries within a portfolio have been depleted. If the study shows specific sets of
hours in which energy needs may be unmet even though the NQE appears sufficient, a
requirement to have a specified amount of energy from resources during those hours – with
assumptions about energy storage usage – could be constructed to eliminate this shortfall.
Inversely, the temporal aspect could lead to a generating resource being credited for NQE
in hours and quantities which cannot be used for either the LSE’s positive load (after netting) or
for storage charging. This NQE – if not sold to another LSE or stored – may be shown despite
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its inability to be practically used by the LSE or the CAISO for operational purposes. Continued
analysis may indicate that this issue requires specific counting rules or exclusions to ensure
consistency between usable energy available to CAISO and shown NQE.
As one example, LSEs could be required to demonstrate that their NQE and NQC
showings are aligned such that their shown capacity is capable of producing or discharging
during hours when the LSE has net load to serve. Specifically, LSEs could be required to
demonstrate that their resources – when ranked by hours of production per month – could be
stacked in such a way as to serve the LSE’s energy needs at the appropriate durations and level
of demand necessary.
d)

Representative Day NQE Analysis

If temporal issues related to storage charging arise, they are most likely in the context of
ensuring sufficient energy for daily charge-discharge patterns. For some months, a portfolio may
provide far more energy than necessary throughout a month without providing sufficient
charging energy for a particular high-demand day or series of high-demand days. One approach
to solving this concern would be to analyze the day or series of days within each month
representing the highest stress conditions to determine whether the LSE’s portfolio could
reasonably serve load throughout this period. This could be an analysis performed on an hourly
basis for a single day or could use a slice-of-day similar to PG&E’s proposal and apply over
multiple days.
Analysis for this method would involve stacking the LSE’s portfolio to assess energy
sufficiency for each hour (or other period), making simplifying assumptions regarding timing
and magnitude of storage and dispatchable resource utilization. Ensuring sufficient charging
energy for the most stressed day – likely assessed as the day with the highest net demand, or
combination of highest demand and lowest renewable output – probably ensures sufficiency for
all other days within the compliance period.
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While this proposal would provide an improved assessment of daily charging patterns,
thereby reducing the significance of the temporal issues for storage resources, it adds a level of
complexity that would complicate program administration for LSEs, the Commission, and the
CAISO.
e)

Inclusion Within the PRM

The PRM can also be utilized to address a number of uncertainties. During the
development of the flexible RA mechanism, the potential of increasing the PRM was raised.
With any portfolio of resources, increasing the PRM will mean showing more resources to meet
the reliability need. In this case, if the studies show that the ability to meet energy needs in all
hours is missed for a short time period and/or by a small amount, it is likely that even a small
increase in the PRM will lead to LSEs showing additional resources with sufficient generation
characteristics that will meet the energy needs in all hours while creating a modest increase in
capacity procurement to meet the net load peak.
As the Joint Parties Proposal has already noted, the appropriate level of the PRM should
be completely evaluated to ensure that the expected level of reliability is met given the
uncertainties present in any forward-looking reliability framework. If the PRM is used to meet
this potential need, the process would need to consider how such an effort impacts the Loss-ofLoad Expectation (“LOLE”) to arrive at an appropriate value.
B.

Energy Expectations From Use-Limited Resources
Use limitations present a unique challenge to any RA structure. Realistically a resource

limitation can prevent a resource from providing its capacity to meet peak loads (as per the
current RA structure), over the net peak load, and over the energy need. Some limitations are
straightforward and depend simply on things like the time of day (e.g., noise restrictions).
Other limitations are largely dependent on the economic dispatch of the resource. For example,
a start-limited resource could run for all 720 hours of a month if the nodal price it receives
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exceeds its costs in all hours.3 However, this same start-limited resource could reach its limit
well short of the 720 hours of operation for the month if it is cycled multiple times per day by the
market. For such cases, it may become necessary to evaluate the NQE of such a resource based
upon economic dispatch modeling. Such modeling is the process the CAISO used to develop its
Preliminary Portfolio Assessment. While such resources may be capable of producing in all
hours, the RA program should account for the expectation of economic activity that may make
limits like the number of starts binding during the RA compliance period.
In addition, use limits and the treatment of those limits will also be highly dependent on
the compliance period chosen. The limitations of some resources may be easier to account for in
a longer duration compliance period. For instance, the amount of energy from hydro over an
entire year may be easier to predict and easier to apply a must-offer obligation to than in a
monthly obligation. The reason for this is the uncertainty in any month of energy needs, prices,
and future claims on the resource’s NQE. In an annual construct, the energy can be shown for
the entire year and the resource will have a must-offer obligation sufficient to ensure delivery of
that energy. The CAISO’s use of opportunity costs in this space help to ensure that the resource
is able to provide in the highest value hours. In a monthly construct, the issue becomes more
complex as the amount of energy specified within the month impacts the amount of energy that
can be provided in future months. This results in questions regarding what the must-offer
obligation will be for a resource with a set capacity and a limited amount of energy.
The Joint Parties continue to believe that analysis of requirements should be performed
monthly as the netting of wind and solar can differ significantly month-to-month. However, RA
compliance could be established on a different basis provided that the temporal aspects discussed
in Section A above are addressed for the entirety of the year.

3

For simplicity, this example ignores the potential for uplift costs to address short period of
uneconomic operation due to a limited optimization horizon such as is present in the CAISO dayahead market process.
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The alternative to this approach is to modify the CAISO’s must-offer obligation such that
the NQE is treated as a new use limit and when the amount of energy shown for RA for the
month has been depleted, the resource is no longer obligated to provide energy during that month
to avoid using NQE that has been sold to an LSE for a future month. Similar to must-offer
obligations that specify hours, this method may not optimize the resource’s output over the entire
year as it focuses on monthly maximums for energy. Nonetheless, this is an option to address
use limitations in providing energy and capacity to meet reliability needs.
Finally, the measure of NQE will need to account for forced outage rates. Today, forced
outages are accounted for within the PRM and the same could be done for NQE needs by
forecasting the energy need and increasing the quantity to account for uncertainty, including
whether the generator will be on forced outage. In addition, the CAISO is currently evaluating a
proposal to utilize UCAP to derate the NQC of a resource based upon forced outage rates.
This concept fits well with an NQE proposal in that any reduction in the expectation of capacity
is accompanied by a reduction in the expectation of energy. Therefore, the adjustment in NQE
could be as simple as using the UCAP capacity multiplied by the expected (for use-limited
resources) or potential (for non-use-limited resources) hours of operation in the month.
C.

Bottom-Up v. Top-Down
Significant debate about a bottom-up compared to a top-down approach was discussed in

the initial implementation of the RA program. One of the issues identified was the difficulty of
forecasting load for each LSE and summing up their total, which produces a non-coincident peak
requirement which will likely be above the coincident peak needs. As the number of LSEs and
their different portfolios have grown, the need to reexamine the current approach has arrived.
With a measure of not only the net peak load but energy need as well, the forecasting process
will become more complex. While the Joint Parties prefer simplification where possible, the
increased complexity here is warranted to account for the differing reliability needs of individual
LSEs in addressing system reliability needs.
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A review of the forecasting needs under the Joint Parties Proposal should begin as soon
as practical to allow the California Energy Commission and the Commission to develop the
necessary methods to ensure that the non-coincident peak nature of the forecasting is
appropriately accounted for in the net peak load capacity needs and that the sum of the energy
needs of the LSEs is equal to the energy needs on the CAISO system. Although such constraints
on forecasting models are not desirable, this accommodation is necessary to achieve the
appropriate level of procurement to meet reliability needs.
D.

Netting and Deliverability of Wind and Solar Resources
The netting of expected renewable output is a new concept within the RA construct.

In order to do so, it will be necessary to forecast the expected hourly wind and solar output.
Renewables Portfolio Standard and Integrated Resource Planning processes and the CAISO’s
Preliminary Portfolio Assessment have modeled the expected production of wind and solar over
a variety of periods. Each of these processes start with a point estimate of the hourly output.
Since the net peak load (NQC) and energy (NQE) requirements within the Joint Parties Proposal
will be based upon this netted quantity, it will be important to address the net load uncertainty
due to load forecast error as well as deviations from the estimated wind and solar hourly output
forecast. As discussed previously, the uncertainty created by such forecasting must be addressed
to arrive at the level of reliability that is desired. This can be done either by establishing a
forecasting standard that conservatively estimates the wind and solar output or by adjusting the
PRM to account for uncertainty in the wind and solar forecast. Regardless of the method chosen,
it will be important to evaluate the LOLE of the systemwide portfolio so that the solution arrives
at the desired standard.
Wind and solar resources that are netted from load should be deliverable to serve any
load on the grid as is required for all other RA resources. However, deliverability has
historically been evaluated on a peak load basis which may not cover the grid conditions during
all hours of wind and solar production. Recently, the CAISO has added off-peak deliverability
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to their tariff and is able to evaluate the deliverability of wind and solar resources in hours other
than the peak load times. Given the expected growth in wind and solar resources which are not
rated to full deliverability, the Commission should work with the CAISO and stakeholders to
determine if there are more modifications to the deliverability process necessary to evaluate wind
and solar in other hours or if the current split of on-peak and off-peak deliverability is sufficient.
If the current process is not sufficient, then the Commission should work with the CAISO and
stakeholders to evaluate the deliverability in the periods necessary to accurately account for the
reliability value of wind and solar resources within this construct.
E.

Hybrid and Co-located Resources
Several parties have questioned whether the treatment of storage combined with wind or

solar should be accounted for differently than the same stand-alone resources. There are
primarily two questions that need to be answered regarding this issue. The first question is
whether the limitations of storage charging associated with obtaining the full ITC benefit should
have an impact on the quantity of energy that can be stored within the storage device.
The second question is whether certain technology configurations are appropriately accounted
for within combined devices (e.g., DC connections between the solar inverter and storage device
that could allow more energy to be stored than what could instantaneously be delivered to the
grid by the solar resource alone due to interconnection restrictions).
Within the netting process, the amount of wind and solar output are netted from the load
of the LSE. There is no need in the netting process to differentiate wind/solar generation with
storage from those without storage since the energy generated by the wind/solar device can be
passed through to the grid through the storage device without having been stored. Likewise,
there is no need to differentiate hybrid storage devices from independent storage devices; the
primary purpose of both types of device is to move that capacity and energy to a different period
of time when grid needs are higher. Fundamentally, there is no difference in this calculation as
the devices still have NQC value and can still move energy from a period of excess to a period of
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need, and the Joint Parties Proposal has a test to ensure that the LSE has sufficient excess energy
to charge the battery including losses. It is realistically this last part that will require further
evaluation in that not all excess energy from the LSE may be used to charge the paired storage
device, but only excess energy from the wind/solar device can be utilized. One approach could
be to derate the expected charging energy to account for hybrid or co-located resources in a
portfolio. For example, in 2020, the Commission adopted a qualifying capacity counting
methodology for in-front-of-the-meter hybrid and co-located resources planning to access the
ITC.4 This methodology could be modified to enable the appropriate accounting of energy that
would be expected to be available from the battery and the resulting capacity accounting for the
charging restriction.
On a related point, the amount of energy that a storage device in a hybrid/co-located
environment can be expected to charge should correctly account for the lack of interconnection
constraints that would otherwise inhibit the amount of energy the wind/solar device could
provide to the grid. This issue has been referred to as “clipping” where the wind/solar device is
capable of outputting additional capacity to the grid but does not do so because the
interconnection is not designed to handle the incremental capacity. However, when charging a
storage device, it is possible that the incremental capacity can be used to charge the energy
storage device as it is not subject to the grid interconnection constraint. This incremental
capacity may then accumulate in the storage device resulting in more stored energy than if the
resources were stand-alone. The Joint Parties believe that their proposal should account for this
energy value as the implementation phase commences.

4

See D.20-06-031 at Ordering Paragraph 11.
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III.
CONCLUSION
The Joint Parties appreciate the opportunity to submit their second revised Track 3B.2
proposal and assist in the further development of the Commission’s RA program.
Respectfully submitted on behalf of SCE and CalCCA,
JANET S. COMBS
CATHY A. KARLSTAD
/s/ Cathy A. Karlstad
By: Cathy A. Karlstad
Attorneys for
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA EDISON COMPANY
2244 Walnut Grove Avenue
Post Office Box 800
Rosemead, California 91770
Telephone:
(626) 302-1096
E-mail:
Cathy.Karlstad@sce.com
February 26, 2021
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BEFORE THE PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION OF THE
STATE OF CALIFORNIA
Order Instituting Rulemaking to Oversee the
Resource Adequacy Program, Consider Program
Refinements, and Establish Forward Resource
Adequacy Procurement Obligations.

Rulemaking 19-11-009

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA EDISON COMPANY (U 338-E) AND CALIFORNIA
COMMUNITY CHOICE ASSOCIATION’S TRACK 3 PROPOSAL
Pursuant to the Assigned Commissioner’s Scoping Memo and Ruling issued on
January 22, 2020 and the Assigned Commissioner’s Amended Track 3.A and 3.B Scoping Memo
and Ruling issued on July 7, 2020 (“Amended Scoping Memo”), Southern California Edison
Company (“SCE”) and California Community Choice Association (“CalCCA”) (together, the
“Joint Parties”) respectfully submit their initial Track 3 proposal to the California Public Utilities
Commission (“Commission”) for Track 3.B.1
I.
INTRODUCTION
As indicated in the Amended Scoping Memo, the scope of Track 3.B of this resource
adequacy (“RA”) proceeding includes:
1. Examination of the broader RA capacity structure to address energy attributes
and hourly capacity requirements, given the increasing penetration of use-limited
resources, greater reliance on preferred resources, rolling off of a significant
amount of long-term tolling contracts held by utilities, and material increases in
energy and capacity prices experienced in California over the past years.
2. Other significant structural changes to the RA program identified during Track 1
or Track 2, including:
1

Pursuant to Rule 1.8(d) of the Commission’s Rules of Practice and Procedure, CalCCA has
authorized SCE to file this proposal on its behalf.
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a. Incentives for load-serving entities that are deficient in year-ahead RA filings, as
discussed in D.20-06-031.
b. Multi-year system and flexible RA requirements, as stated in D.20-06-002.
c. Refinements to the [Maximum Cumulative Capacity (“MCC”)] buckets adopted
in D.20-06-031.
3. Other time-sensitive issues identified by Energy Division or by parties.2
The Joint Parties appreciate the opportunity to reexamine the overall structure of the RA
program and discuss necessary improvements to ensure the RA program is well positioned to
meet reliability objectives as California continues its important mission to decarbonize the state.
California has set ambitious clean energy and climate goals to reduce greenhouse gas (“GHG”)
emissions 40 percent below 1990 levels by 2030 and achieve 100 percent of electricity retail
sales from zero-carbon resources and carbon neutrality by 2045.3 As California’s electric system
transitions to powering 100 percent of retail sales with carbon-free electricity, the nature of the
resources interconnected to the California Independent System Operator (“CAISO”) grid will
evolve. These changes bring different challenges as operating these resources is bound by
different constraints than those in existence when the RA program began nearly 20 years ago.
At that time, relatively few resources had physical constraints due to use limitations.
This enabled a system in which RA could be constructed to meet the peak load and MCC
constraints,4 which ensured that primarily contractually obligated resources were available in the
hours needed to serve load.
As California continues to progress in meeting its decarbonization goals, the existing RA
framework is increasingly poorly suited to ensuring reliability for California’s decarbonizing,
high-renewables electric system. The peak-load focused construct was adequate for a system

2
3
4

Amended Scoping Memo at 4-5.
See Senate Bill (“SB”) 32 (2016); SB 100 (2018); Executive Order B-55-18.
The MCC buckets were constructed to ensure that load in all hours was met by restricting the amount
of short duration contracts that were designed to serve super-peak and peak needs. Over-reliance on
such resources would meet the peak load need but may not be available in later hours to serve the
load at hours other than the peak load hour.
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dominated by thermal, hydroelectric, and other conventional generation. Today, however, the
limitations of resources are less often set by contractual obligations and more frequently by
physical limitations and in some cases, regulatory limitations. For example, in Track 2 of this
proceeding, a new cap was set on the amount of wind and solar resources that could be counted
within MCC Category 4 (i.e., resources available 24 hours per day) in recognition that wind and
solar facilities are generally not available to meet load in all 24 hours of the day.5 The number of
use-limited resources is increasing significantly as the grid continues its evolution in generation
technology. Not only are wind and solar limited in production to hours in which ambient
conditions allow for production, but other resources are also increasingly use-limited.
Battery storage technology deployment typically has a dispatch duration of four hours
with one to two cycles per day. Moreover, natural gas-powered resources have had increasing
use limitations placed upon them including noise restrictions prohibiting operation in some hours
and criteria pollutant limitations that cap total production. These limitations have placed
significant pressure on the current RA construct. The peak load-based RA construct fails to
capture possible reliability issues arising outside of peak hours and struggles to reflect
contributions of renewables, storage, and other resources providing off-peak energy, load
shifting, and other reliability services. This evolution has created a pressing need for a review of
the RA program structure to ensure that RA can continue to provide reliability as the nature and
capability of generating resources changes to achieve California’s policy goals.
In addition, the landscape of load-serving entities (“LSEs”) and their procurement
preferences are dramatically changing. At the outset of the RA program, there were a few LSEs
with most load concentrated among the three large investor-owned utilities. When California’s
environmental policy goals were in their infancy, the technologies available in both type and
quantity were limited. Each LSE met its environmental mandates in a very similar manner.
This meant that the pressure on reliability from any LSE was proportionate to their load ratio

5

See D.20-06-031 at 53-58, Ordering Paragraph 19.
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share. Today, the number of LSEs has increased dramatically and the expansion of clean energy
and GHG reduction goals coupled with the reduced costs for renewable technologies has resulted
in a rapid expansion of use-limited renewable technologies. It has also meant that LSEs are no
longer meeting environmental mandates in the same manner. In fact, some entities have
established their own goals to surpass California’s mandates for clean energy.
These developments have been a positive outcome for the state’s decarbonization and
other environmental policy goals. However, the reliability structure of the RA program is under
new stresses that are only increasing. Now is the appropriate time to implement a new RA
design that will continue to ensure reliability as the resources used to serve load continue to
change. The Joint Parties propose such a new RA construct in the comments below. In addition,
the Joint Parties have attached to this proposal a presentation describing the RA construct.
II.
PROPOSED RA CONSTRUCT
With generation technology continuing to evolve, the RA construct must evolve along
with it. This new model must recognize the constraints of resources and develop a fleet capable
of meeting both the capacity and energy needs of the grid. The MCC buckets were not designed
with the current fleet of resources in mind; they were developed for an electric system with nonuse-limited resources only limited by contractual obligations. Contractual obligations are not
likely to mirror the physical limitations of resources as the grid moves forward, and those
physical limitations do not always follow the traditional load shape experienced on the grid.
Indeed, much has been discussed regarding the concept of a net peak load. Net peak load
is the amount of peak load served after netting wind and solar output. While the current RA
construct targets sufficiency to serve peak load, there is growing concern regarding the ability to
serve net peak load, peak load after netting production from wind and solar resources. It is
widely known that the net peak load occurs later in the day where gross load is not at its peak,
but still relatively high and solar production has dropped significantly as the sun sets.
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These conditions coupled with the use limitations of resources other than wind and solar make
the MCC buckets significantly less effective than they once were, and a re-evaluation based upon
a more accurate accounting of use limitations is warranted.
A redesign of the RA construct is needed to ensure the original intent of RA is upheld.
RA targets should account for both the net peak load need and the energy need. Responding to
this new reality, this proposal evolves the RA construct to incorporate energy and capacity
explicitly. It moves beyond the need for inaccurate proxy constraints for intermittent
renewables, demand response, and other resources that will increasingly dominate California’s
resource mix. Further, it will more properly align LSE incentives and compliance requirements
towards procuring a resource mix which can meet their customers’ reliability needs in all hours.
RA should be capable of providing sufficient capacity in all hours to meet energy needs given a
desired level of reliability to be achieved through the RA requirement.
The framework described does not address all issues that need to be addressed (see
Section V). The Joint Parties recognize that implementing this new RA construct will require
quantitative analysis to achieve the desired level of reliability as well as additional work on the
implementation details of each element. The Joint Parties look forward to addressing these
issues with Commission staff and stakeholders.
A.

Net Peak Load Need
The peak load need has evolved and the need of the grid to meet the net peak load has

become important from a reliability perspective. Accordingly, it is the appropriate time to
measure net peak load need explicitly and establish reliability criteria to meet this objective.
To accomplish this task, the load forecasting process will need to change. These changes are
necessary because it will be the individual LSE hourly load forecasts that will become the focus
of requirements, rather than the aggregation of those forecast values. In addition, while the
individual load forecasts will serve as the basis for RA requirements, the sum of LSE energy
needs will still need to equal the CAISO energy needs. At the same time, individual load
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forecasts and requirements for net peak load will result in a non-coincident peak net load.
This non-coincidence will never be lower than the coincident net peak load and will likely be
higher. The RA process will need to account for this over-estimation of net peak load to avoid
over-procurement. The methodology will need to be driven by quantitative analysis that
accounts for all sources of uncertainty (e.g., load variations, renewable resource output profiles,
fossil resource limitations) in the RA program and evaluate those against the desired level of
reliability to arrive at an implementable structure.
RA requirements should also reflect individual LSE contributions to reliability needs.
LSEs are utilizing increasingly different portfolios of resources to serve their customer energy
needs. These differences have been driven by different technologies with differing
characteristics, and particularly different use limitations. Because of this, each LSE portfolio can
have a significantly different impact on grid reliability. Therefore, the net load forecasting
process would be applied to each LSE individually by creating an hourly load forecast by LSE
for every hour of the compliance month.
This load would then be reduced by anticipated wind and solar generation within the
LSE’s portfolio. Such wind and solar generation profiles could be developed based upon the
geographically specific profiles utilized in the Integrated Resource Planning (“IRP”) proceeding,
R.20-05-003. The profile, along with the contracted and planned wind and solar capacity that is
fully deliverable,6 would then produce an expected energy output from wind and solar resources.
This hourly generation profile would be subtracted from the managed load forecast7 of the LSE
6

7

The definition of “full deliverability” status should be re-examined under this proposal. Full Capacity
Deliverability Status historically has been viewed as the conditions necessary to deliver output under
peak load conditions. Under this proposal, both the ability to deliver under peak load needs and as
energy in all other hours are equally important. Restricting the deliverability study to one set of
conditions is unlikely to produce an outcome that is consistent with the reliability contribution of all
resources to the grid. While this proposal uses the term “fully deliverable,” the definition of this term
will need to be evaluated to accurately reflect both peak load and energy needs.
Managed load refers to the load on the grid after behind-the-meter resources are netted from gross
load. Thus, the proposed methodology would establish the RA requirements after netting behind-themeter generating actions and in-front-of-the meter wind and solar that is shown in the LSE’s
portfolio.
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to create a net hourly load curve. Rank ordering this curve would produce the net peak load as
the highest value observed. It would also indicate the overall amount and duration of energy
needed above and beyond the renewable generation as well as the amount of energy available for
storage charging. These values would then create the RA capacity need of the LSE that must be
met by resources other than wind and solar resources as shown in Figure II-1 below.
Figure II-1

B.

Net Energy Need
With the challenges facing the MCC buckets and the ability of wind and solar resources

to meet energy needs when ambient conditions allow, the framework to provide assurance that
the grid has sufficient ability to meet load needs in all hours would shift from the MCC bucket
concept to an explicit measurement of energy need. The use of the net load duration curve from
the peak net load need can be utilized. The net energy need of an LSE is represented by the area
under the curve where the net load is a positive value. Based upon the area under this curve, the
LSE will need to serve not only the net peak load but also the net load in all other hours.
Because this load is already net of shown wind and solar generation (specifically, wind and solar
that is fully deliverable and qualifies as an RA resource), the resources utilized to serve this load
will need to come from resources other than wind and solar. The sum of the hourly loads will
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represent the amount of energy from the LSE’s procured capacity that is necessary to meet the
energy that cannot be supported by wind and solar as shown in Figure II-2 below. It is important
to note that while this is an “energy” need, compliance will not require the procurement of
“energy” but rather capacity with the capability to produce energy. This topic will be discussed
in Section IV.
Finally, the Joint Parties acknowledge that the use of a load duration curve and the use of
energy output from RA resources has the risk of a binding temporal constraint that is not
accounted for in the mechanism. In other words, the use of a net load duration curve does not
directly account for the specific hour in which the energy is needed while a Net Qualifying
Energy (“NQE”) structure likewise does not address specific hours. NQE is a new concept in
this proposal that would utilize the capacity and operating hours of the resource to define the
possible energy output from the resource to meet energy needs. This concept is further described
in Section III. The Joint Parties recognize this limitation and recommend that this issue be
examined in workshops to determine the probability that the existing fleet of resources and
expected loads will produce such a result. If such a result is possible given the current fleet and
expected loads, then the probability of it occurring should be evaluated along with the magnitude
of the deficiency. Once these elements are known, any of several options for addressing this
deficiency can be implemented within this proposal to resolve the reliability concern accurately.
This issue is further addressed in Section V.D.
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Figure II-2
Net Energy Need

C.

Energy Storage
Use of energy storage by an LSE to meet their net peak load needs will require

verification that the LSE’s portfolio has sufficient energy to meet both its load and storage
charging needs. An LSE who plans to use energy storage resources to meet its net loads would
need to show there is enough excess energy available from their RA capacity, after serving their
instantaneous load, to charge the storage device including efficiency losses.
The excess energy available to charge an LSE’s storage resources would come from one
of two sources. Over-supply conditions in the LSE’s portfolio would provide excess energy
available and used for charging storage resources. That is, the amount of wind and solar in an
LSE’s portfolio produces a negative net load because the amount of wind and solar energy
exceeds their load needs. A second source may come from energy output of resources that can
produce in more hours or more energy at times than are needed to serve the LSE’s load.
The excess generation is shown in Figure II-3 below.
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Figure II-3

III.
RESOURCE COUNTING
Consistent with the current RA framework, the capacity counting for resources will be an
important measure. Similar to the current RA framework, this proposal would use the RA
program to evaluate the resources necessary to reliably operate the grid assuming only the RA
resources are made available to the CAISO. Critically, this means that the resources used to
meet the RA obligation will need to be fully deliverable to ensure they are not likely to be
congested off the system at a time of need and each resource will have a must-offer obligation to
make the energy associated with the capacity available to the CAISO. In addition, minimum
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operation from resources will still need to be in place. The shortest duration currently allowed in
the RA structure is a minimum of four hours per day, three consecutive days in a row. The Joint
Parties understand this minimum was in part established to allow the CAISO reasonable
assurance that the dispatch of such a resource would likely cover the peak load hour. Under a
shift to net peak load, this concern remains; therefore, this proposal would not change the
minimum hours of operation of a resource to qualify for RA.
Because this RA proposal contains a capacity and energy measurement, it will be
necessary to define a new counting attribute associated with a monthly energy output of the
resource. This concept is similar to the capacity counting mechanism, which utilizes Net
Qualifying Capacity (“NQC”) to measure the amount of capacity that can be relied upon to meet
peak load needs. In this case, it is the amount of energy – the Net Qualifying Energy or NQE –
necessary to meet the energy needs of the LSE for the month. The NQE would need to account
for the amount of energy that could be expected from the resource given any use limitations for
the month. For example, a hydro resource with a 100 MW capacity that could operate at that
capacity for 300 hours for the month would have a 30,000 MWh NQE and a 100 MW NQC.
The specifics of NQE development for each resource is a detail that will require working groups
or workshops to determine the correct methodology and measurement for each resource for each
month.
A.

Wind and Solar Resources
As noted above, fully deliverable wind and solar resources would be netted from the

managed load to formulate the net load curve for the LSE. In doing so, this method would form
a refined effective load carrying capability (“ELCC”) that accounts for the expected contribution
to reliably serving load in each hour. Rather than evaluating ELCC as a generic derating of the
capacity (i.e., NQC) of a wind or solar resource, this ELCC methodology would account for the
expected contribution to capacity in each hour. In addition, this methodology would value the
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over-supply from such resources as they provide excess energy for energy storage to meet
capacity and energy needs in other hours.
This RA model would continue to require that grid reliability is accounted for assuming
that only the RA fleet of resources are available for operating the CAISO grid. This will mean
that the wind and solar resources utilized in the new load netting methodology will need to be
fully deliverable and will have a must-offer obligation. These requirements do not differ from
the current RA construct where wind and solar interconnect as fully deliverable8 and the resource
must bid or self-schedule the CAISO renewable energy forecast amount.
This methodology will better reflect the value of renewable resources in meeting grid
reliability needs because it accounts for their hourly contributions. LSEs can identify the need
for energy and energy storage resources and the flexibility to move energy from one period to
another to meet reliability and energy needs. Moreover, it will obviate the need for a single
ELCC value as used today in which an environment of decreasing ELCC values may discourage
development of resources that otherwise could benefit reliability.
B.

Other Resources
Other resources would continue to utilize the current RA structure, including developing

an NQC value and being subject to a must-offer obligation at the CAISO to make their energy
available to the market from the capacity procured. NQC values already exist for all other
resources and that methodology would continue under this construct. As noted above, this
construct would require the development of a new measure of energy contribution to the grid
from the RA resource. The specific details of this accounting would be developed in further
working groups. This methodology would replace the MCC buckets to provide for the amount
of energy that could be produced by the portfolio of resources within the LSE’s RA showing.

8

The Joint Parties acknowledge that the CAISO has updated the interconnection process for wind and
solar and hybrid and co-located (i.e., wind or solar combined with energy storage) resources. This
proposal would need to be coordinated with the CAISO’s rules to ensure that the output from the
resource can be used to meet reliability needs including the storage of energy for use at another time.
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For CAISO-interconnected resources, this value would be based upon the physical characteristics
of the resources accounting for any use limitations. For import RA, the contractual obligation
would define the amount of NQE that the resource could meet as imports are still largely
governed by contractual obligations. For example, a 100 MW super-peak import (four hours per
day for all days of the month) would have an NQE of 12,000 MWh (30 days * 4 hours * 100
MW assuming 30 days in the month).
C.

Energy Storage
Discussion has occurred regarding the need for long duration storage assets. The ability

to store over-supply in a storage device may necessitate large inverter capability while the output
may be of a lower capacity value and over a longer time. In this sense, the Joint Parties’
proposed RA framework has the potential to be superior to the current RA framework because
LSEs can decide whether long or short duration storage assets are needed to satisfy their RA
obligations as the temporal issues discussed in Section V.D. are further developed and procure
the most cost-effective fleet to meet their needs. Thus, while the minimum four-hour duration
will need to be maintained for reliability, this RA structure will enable suppliers and LSEs to
procure a variety of storage devices that are most capable of meeting their capacity and energy
needs.
IV.
COMPLIANCE
Compliance with this RA structure consists of understanding the components that meet
the multi-prong test and understanding the method to evaluate the compliance of an LSE’s
showing.
A.

Compliance Instruments
Because the compliance mechanism would become a three-prong test (capacity, energy,

and storage), the compliance instruments become capacity (NQC) and energy (NQE). The Joint
Parties reiterate that while there is now a measure of energy need, the compliance instrument
13
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does not need to be the procurement of energy specifically. Rather, the NQC and NQE are
counting mechanisms that are combined with a must-offer obligation so that if necessary, for
grid reliability, the energy associated with NQC and NQE will be made available to the grid.
The value of energy storage will also be denominated NQC and NQE. Therefore, the change in
structure is limited to considering only one additional element.
B.

Compliance Evaluation
At a high-level, the following is a method to evaluate compliance with the three-prong

test as well as a simplified compliance example.
Step-by-Step Compliance Process
1. Develop NQC for all RA resources in a process similar to today.
2. Develop NQE for all resources. Detailed methodologies to determine the NQE for
various types of use-limited resources will need to be developed during
implementation workshops.
3. Develop a load curve utilizing California Energy Commission (“CEC”) load forecast
data on an LSE basis. The details of load forecast methodologies will be developed
in consultation with the CEC, including methods for LSE data on load modifiers and
local load shapes.
4. Develop expected renewable energy from wind and solar using LSE’s portfolio of
resources and an energy profile for those resources from the IRP to account for
expected energy from wind and solar resources.
5. Net the load curve with the wind and solar output.
6. Rank order the net load from highest to lowest to create a net load duration curve.
7. Establish the peak net load need as the highest hour net load.
8. Establish the energy need (NQE requirement) as the sum of the positive hourly loads
for all hours. This represents the area under the net-load duration curve.
9. Commission provides notice to LSEs of their individual allocations of Cost
Allocation Mechanism and Central Procurement Entity procurement with sufficient
advance notice to enable effective procurement by those LSEs. The allocations count
toward the LSE’s NQC and NQE compliance requirements.
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10. LSE shows resource portfolio to meet RA need, including dischargeable storage,
dispatchable renewables, and thermal resources under RA contracts.
11. Portfolio is assessed to see if there is sufficient capacity to meet the net peak load of
the LSE.
12. Portfolio is assessed to see if there is sufficient energy available from the resources
(including storage resources but net of energy required to charge storage) to meet the
net load needs of the LSE during the hours of positive net load.
13. If there is storage in the LSE portfolio, the energy need above is assessed to
determine if there is excess energy necessary to fully charge the storage to deliver the
necessary capacity.
The tables below demonstrate the step-by-step compliance process with an example.
For simplicity, Table IV-1 through Table IV-5 below are examples consisting of only a single
24-hour period rather than an entire month (e.g., the total of 720 hours assuming 30 days in the
month where 720 hours equals 30 days * 24 hours/day) as the RA program would ultimately
need to consider.
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Table IV-1- Creating the Net Load Curve (Steps 3 – 5)
Hour
Ending
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

InstalledCapacity
Solar
Wind
2,175 770
2,175 770
2,175 770
2,175 770
2,175 770
2,175 770
2,175 770
2,175 770
2,175 770
2,175 770
2,175 770
2,175 770
2,175 770
2,175 770
2,175 770
2,175 770
2,175 770
2,175 770
2,175 770
2,175 770
2,175 770
2,175 770
2,175 770
2,175 770

RPSProfile
Solar
Wind
0%
95%
0%
63%
0%
63%
0%
55%
0%
41%
0%
36%
21%
16%
57%
28%
77%
2%
86%
2%
90%
2%
92%
2%
89%
2%
82%
2%
82%
8%
73%
31%
60%
26%
26%
47%
1%
58%
0%
60%
0%
73%
0%
70%
0%
68%
0%
74%
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ExpectedEnergy
Solar
Wind
Ͳ
731
Ͳ
482
Ͳ
483
Ͳ
421
Ͳ
318
Ͳ
280
467 125
1,248 217
1,665 15
1,875 15
1,966 15
1,997 16
1,926 18
1,791 18
1,776 62
1,593 236
1,299 200
562 363
30 449
Ͳ
463
Ͳ
564
Ͳ
542
Ͳ
523
Ͳ
566

Managed
Load
1,686
1,662
1,546
1,473
1,495
1,580
1,571
1,496
1,454
1,458
1,440
1,480
1,617
1,757
1,880
2,045
2,049
2,170
2,263
2,224
2,263
2,202
2,034
1,639

Net
Load
956
1,180
1,063
1,053
1,177
1,300
979
31
(227)
(431)
(540)
(534)
(328)
(52)
42
216
549
1,245
1,784
1,761
1,698
1,660
1,512
1,073

Table IV-2 - Evaluating the Peak Net Load and Net Energy Needs (Steps 6 – 8)
NetLoad
Duration
1,784 PeakNetLoad
1,761
1,698
1,660
1,512
1,300
1,245
1,180
1,177
1,073
1,063
1,053
979
956
549
216
42
31
(52)
(227)
(328)
(431)
(534)
(540)
19,278 PositiveNetEnergyNeed

Table IV-3 - Evaluating the NQC and NQE of the LSE Portfolio (Step 10)
PortfolioofResources
Technology
NQC
Thermal(nouselimitations)
900
Hydro(limitedto8hoursruntime) 300
RunofRiverHydro
200
GeoThermal
200
DR(4houravailability)
100
Battery
100
Total
1,800

NQE
21,600
2,400
4,800
4,800
400
Ͳ
33,600

Table IV-4 - Evaluating the Sufficiency of the Portfolio to Meet NQC and NQE Needs (Steps 11 – 12)
ComplianceEvaluation
Requirement Portfolio Pass/Fail
NetPeakLoad 1,784 1,800
Pass
NetEnergy
19,278 33,600
Pass
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Table IV-5 - Evaluating the Excess Energy Necessary to Charge Storage Devices (Step 13)

V.
ELEMENTS REQUIRING FURTHER EXAMINATION
As stated above, this proposal is intended to be a framework. Many implementation
details will need to be considered to develop an implementable RA framework, especially those
requiring fact-based assessment of the empirical data or modeling to assess how the metric will
function in practice. This section includes a brief description of the elements that will require
further development. In some cases, quantitative analysis will be necessary to ensure that the
appropriate level of reliability is attained.
A.

Product Trading
As discussed in Section III, this proposal would define RA compliance in terms of

capacity (NQC) and energy (NQE). The Joint Parties do not explicitly include within this
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proposal the ability to transact the NQC and NQE separately. However, if these products are
not tradeable, LSEs may be forced to over-procure collectively, driving up customer costs.
This proposal is structural; the implementation of separable and tradeable products should be
discussed and evaluated within working groups or workshops. Historically, this discussion has
focused on two fronts. First, the separation of the products must ensure that elements are not
counted multiple times inappropriately (i.e., not allowed to be double counted). Second, the
market must be able to transact without significant concern for the potential application of
market power, either through limited supply or from withholding. If evaluating this proposal
examines the ability to trade NQE and NQC separately, evaluation of these two elements will be
necessary. That said, the Joint Parties see the potential value of such transactions to meet
reliability while minimizing cost.
For example, one could imagine two LSEs where LSE1 has sufficient capacity (NQC)
and excess energy (NQE) while LSE2 has energy storage but insufficient energy (NQE) to
satisfy the energy storage needs. In this case, the combination of LSE1 and LSE2 may be
sufficient for grid reliability needs for both capacity and energy and all of the resources shown
by the LSEs have a must-offer obligation, meaning that the grid will operate reliably, yet the
compliance showing would represent a deficiency in LSE2’s portfolio. This issue could be
resolved by allowing LSE1 to sell NQE to LSE2 to satisfy their energy needs while still
satisfying its own energy needs.
B.

Diversity Benefits
During the original development of the RA program, stakeholders heavily debated using

a “top down” instead of a “bottom up” approach. The “bottom-up” approach utilized LSEspecific needs to develop RA requirements. The “top down” approach utilized the RA need at
the CAISO level and allocated that need to LSEs on a load ratio share basis. The benefit of the
“top down” approach was the simplification that the overall compliance need was only what was
needed to meet total system reliability needs. The requirement was based upon the coincident
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peak need at the time of the CAISO need, rather than the non-coincident peak needs of LSEs
individually. The current RA program is a “top down” approach and was possible given the
similarity of loads and resources from all LSEs that made the allocation of RA on a load ratio
share basis an approximation that was sufficiently accurate.
As discussed above, LSE portfolios are significantly diverging. This divergence makes
the use of a “top down” approach difficult because allocation on a load ratio share basis is no
longer sufficiently accurate to ensure reliability. This proposal is a “bottom up” approach.
However, using a non-coincident peak need will tend to over-state the grid’s total needs.
The Joint Parties believe a method should be developed to ensure that the use of a “bottom-up”
approach does not result in significant over-procurement when considering the diversity of loads
on the grid. This issue should be part of a comprehensive discussion of planning reserve margin
(“PRM”) and methods for addressing uncertainties such as load forecast error and forced outage
rates.
C.

Uncertainty
The current RA program deals with a level of uncertainty. The 15 percent PRM attempts

to account for known needs (i.e., ancillary services) and uncertain needs (i.e., generator forced
outage rates and load forecast error). These issues are treated differently depending upon the
process. For example, system RA utilizes a one-in-two load forecast with a PRM while local
RA utilizes a one-in-ten load forecast and a variety of contingency events without a PRM.
Each method accounts for uncertainty but does so in differing manners.
The Joint Parties recognize that utilizing a netting of wind and solar output will introduce
a different element of uncertainty. Today, ELCC addresses the uncertainty of wind and solar
output by derating the counting capability of the resource. For the new methodology in this
proposal, the uncertainty of generating output from such resources will need to be addressed in a
different manner. This could be done with a more conservative energy output profile (e.g., using
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a forecast output representative of a one-in-ten-year outcome) or by increasing the PRM to
account for the variability in wind and solar output.
Some parties have expressed concern about load forecast error and generator outages that
are in excess of the current PRM. There should be a comprehensive examination of the PRM
and all factors that address uncertainty to enable the RA program to achieve the needed level of
reliability. This should include currently open items such as the CAISO’s RA Enhancements
stakeholder process which, in part, is examining the use of an unforced capacity mechanism to
account directly for forced outages of resources, the appropriate level of load forecast certainty
for both system and local purposes, as well as the study processes utilized to set RA needs such
as the Local Capacity Requirement studies. The Joint Parties anticipate that this process can
develop explicit rationale behind the use of various processes and the level of the PRM such that
any future changes to these mechanisms can be informed by their original design, intent, and
established levels.
D.

Temporal Aspects of Load and Generation
As discussed in Section II B, there is a possibility that in creating a net load duration

curve, the relationship of energy and the time period in which it can be generated and the load
and the time period in which it will be consumed can create a deficiency that the three
compliance mechanisms proposed cannot detect. The probability of this occurrence depends
highly on the shape of the net load and the capability of the fleet of resources. For example,
where the monthly peak net load is sustained for a high number of hours and a significant
amount of resources are limited to very short duration output, it is possible that the portfolio
shown will pass the net peak load test and show enough energy in total to meet the NQE needs,
but the energy will be in excess in some periods and not be available in others where the net peak
load remains high.
This concern is best addressed by first quantitatively examining the elements that would
lead to such an outcome. These elements are the nature of the load, renewable, and non-
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renewable profiles. While the outcome summarized in the preceding paragraph is possible, the
solution to this issue is best addressed by knowing the probability of such an outcome and the
potential magnitude of the outcome. Once this information is known, a targeted approach can
address this concern if the empirical data shows it is necessary. This issue should be part of
the workshops/working groups to develop the details necessary to implement this proposal.
In addition, future capability of the portfolio of resources to meet all needs including temporal
aspects of loads and resources should be evaluated in the IRP proceeding to ensure that the build
out of new resources meets all grid needs. Those workshops/working groups should include the
CAISO, the Commission, and stakeholders, to first evaluate the data for existing resources and
loads to ascertain the probability and the magnitude so that the workshop/working group can
determine if a new mechanism is necessary to address the issue and if so, what it should.
VI.
OTHER RA ELEMENTS
The Joint Parties’ proposed RA framework will work for both system and local RA
needs. While system RA is the current process that will benefit the most from this structure,
local RA will ultimately benefit from this structure because in order for California to meet its
environmental policy objectives, reliance upon natural gas-powered energy in the local areas will
need to decrease. This will lead to the same resource constraints (i.e., use limitations) in the
local areas that are becoming prevalent for system RA. Because it will take some time to
evaluate and develop this proposal into an implementable solution, and with the continuing
desire to decarbonize the electricity sector in California, developing this proposal to meet both
system and local RA needs is appropriate.
Flexible RA will continue to be relevant in the immediate term. This will necessitate the
continuation of the flexible RA program, which can still be denominated in capacity and
evaluated as it is today. Thus, like today’s program, LSEs must show a quantity of resources
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capable of meeting ramping needs. These resources will also satisfy the LSEs’ system needs
and, depending upon location, their local needs.
As the current fleet of slow ramping dispatchable resources retire and IRP develops
resources necessary to meet policy objectives, ramping needs should be considered and
incorporated in the IRP’s requirements. If done correctly, this may ultimately obviate the need
for a flexible RA program as the fleet of resources necessary to meet the capacity and energy
needs will already have the ramping attributes necessary.
VII.
COORDINATION WITH IRP
In the long-term, the RA and IRP processes should be coordinated to ensure that resource
portfolios meet all RA, grid, and GHG emissions reduction needs. This would include capacity,
energy, and ramping capability. The IRP process is currently grappling with the fact that the
system RA construct does not guarantee that the overall system will have an acceptable loss of
load expectation in all hours. Since the proposed net load duration curve-based construct
explicitly accounts for available energy in all hours, it may prove useful as a diagnostic tool for
the IRP process.
VII.
INTEGRATION WITH IRP
IRP is the mechanism to evaluate future grid needs and develop resources necessary to
meet those needs, considering both reliability needs and other considerations such as policy
goals. The RA program is primarily designed to ensure that existing resources are accounted for
in meeting operating grid needs, are under contract to ensure their viability, and have a mustoffer obligation to the CAISO to utilize their capacity to meet reliability needs. It is therefore
critical that the planning processes including IRP and elements of the Transmission Planning
Process and the Local Capacity Requirement study process are utilized to plan for a grid capable
of meeting future needs.
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Under this proposal, it will be important for the IRP process to ensure new and existing
resources can meet both the net peak load and net energy needs of the grid. In addition, IRP
should be evaluating the ability of resources to provide other necessary services to the grid such
as ramping and ancillary services. As the grid evolves, the RA program should remain
indifferent to which resources provide energy and which provide ancillary services. Today, the
must-offer obligation is to make the resource available to the CAISO through either of these
elements necessary to maintain grid reliability. But as California progresses in its goals to
reduce GHG emissions, it will be necessary to develop the ability of renewable resources to
provide ancillary services. As such, the IRP should assess the need for renewable resources, not
only from an energy output standpoint, but also from an ancillary services standpoint.
Additionally, as LSEs file their IRPs, it is critical that there are clear and actionable filing
requirements in place that require LSEs to demonstrate that their individual portfolios are
reliable by meeting the same net peak capacity and net energy criteria that is used in the RA
proceeding. Incorporating a consistent set of reliability criteria forms a critical bridge between
the RA and IRP programs. Once those resources are planned for and procured, the resources will
then be capable of providing the necessary elements for a reliable grid operation as the RA
program will continue to require a must-offer obligation that can be met by the provision of
energy or ancillary services.
Finally, the IRP process should evaluate both available capacity and the likely production
output from the available resources to ensure that the RA program is not solely dependent on
resources that are unlikely to run due to their economics. While such a mechanism may indeed
produce a reliable outcome, the purpose of the planning process is not simply to produce a
reliable outcome, but also to produce that outcome while considering other factors such as policy
goals and costs.
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VIII.
CONCLUSION
The Joint Parties appreciate the opportunity to submit their initial Track 3 proposal for
Track 3.B and assist in the further development of the Commission’s RA program. For the
reasons expressed in this proposal, the Joint Parties encourage the Commission to establish the
necessary workshops or working groups to evaluate and develop the necessary elements to create
an implementable solution using the RA framework described in this proposal.
Respectfully submitted on behalf of SCE and CalCCA,
JANET S. COMBS
CATHY A. KARLSTAD

By:

/s Cathy A. Karlstad
Cathy A. Karlstad

Attorneys for
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA EDISON COMPANY
2244 Walnut Grove Avenue
Post Office Box 800
Rosemead, California 91770
Telephone:
(626) 302-1096
E-mail:
Cathy.Karlstad@sce.com
August 7, 2020
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Agenda
• Overview of SCE RA Track 3 Proposal by Section
• Questions and answers provided during each section

• Identification of potential joint filing
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Introduction
• Key elements causing need for change in the RA program

• Use limitations of resources different than contractual limitations under
the Maximum Cumulative Capacity (MCC) construct
• Increased deployment of solar resources has resulted in a net peak load
service concern during and immediately after sunset while gross load is
still relatively high
• Increasing number of LSEs and portfolio options has led to differing
impacts on reliability from each LSE

• These changes have resulted in stresses on elements of the RA
program that were designed under different circumstances:

• MCC buckets addressed the need to meet load in all hours but was
dependent on resources that were largely available in any hour and only
bound by contractual obligations
• Better depiction of the net peak load and energy need is necessary to
ensure reliability
• Evaluation of reliability need across LSEs is not necessarily proportionate
to load ratio share
3
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Structural Proposal
• Net Peak Load

• The current ELCC construct evaluates
wind and solar in its ability to meet
peak load needs. This construct does
not appropriately account for the
contribution toward meeting needs in
the hours in which ambient conditions
allow for production and the ability to
utilize generation in excess of need for
energy storage to be utilized at a time
of need.
• Creating a mechanism in which the
impact of wind and solar is accounted
for in the forecast enables more
accurate accounting of the contribution
of such resources

ManagedLoad

• Forecasting of wind and solar output
can utilize existing IRP energy profiles*

*MorediscussiononSlides8Ͳ9,12Ͳ13
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Structural Proposal (continued)
• Net Energy Need
• MCC addressed the need to meet load in all hours but today faces
difficulty addressing use limitations that occur due to physical and
regulatory restrictions rather than contractual restrictions
• Meeting load needs in all hours continues to be important and is met
in part by wind and solar and in part with other resources
• Netting the load needs from expected wind and solar output will depict
the energy need that must be met from non-wind and solar resources by
procuring capacity with a must-offer obligation that enables the CAISO
to access the energy
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Structural Proposal (continued)
• Energy Storage

• Energy Storage will become an
increasingly important grid
element
• In using energy storage to satisfy
net peak load, the energy need
(NQE) will increase by the losses
associated with storage roundtrip efficiency
• For example, an LSE using a 25
MW storage device with 4-hour
duration and an 85% efficiency
rate will need 117.6 MWhs of
energy ([4 * 25]/0.85 = 117.6)

• The energy available for storage
can come from supply from any
RA resource (including the netting
of wind and solar) that is in excess
of the load needs of the LSE
6
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Structural Proposal (continued)
• Energy Storage (continued)
• Capacity value of the storage device will be determined by the energy
available to store in the device
• If the LSE does not have sufficient energy to fully charge the storage
device, the capacity of the device would be de-rated
• Using the prior example, suppose an LSE had only 75 MWhs of excess
energy, the capacity would be de-rated to 15.9 MWs ([75 * 0.85]/4 =
15.9)

• Because this proposal evaluates both peak net load and energy
needs, the incentives for storage could be to build high capacity short
duration devices or low capacity long-duration devices depending on
the needs of the purchasing LSE
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Resource Counting for NQE
• Wind and Solar
• Expected energy output by hour netted from hourly load

• Non-use limited
• NQC * 24 * Days

• Use limited
• Accounting for energy from use limited resources will require
discussion
• Where the limitations are easily expressed as run hours per month,
the solution is simple (e.g. NQC * Run Hours * Days)
• Where limitations are not easily expressed as run hours, further
examination will be required
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Compliance
StepͲbyͲStepCompliance
Process
• Developloadcurve
utilizingCECload
forecastdataonLSE
basis
• Developexpected
renewableenergyfrom
windandsolarusingLSE
portfolioofresources
andanenergyprofilefor
thoseresourcesfrom
theIRPtoaccountfor
expectedenergyfrom
RPS
• Nettheloadcurvewith
thewindandsolar
output

Hour
Ending
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

InstalledCapacity
Solar
Wind
2,175 770
2,175 770
2,175 770
2,175 770
2,175 770
2,175 770
2,175 770
2,175 770
2,175 770
2,175 770
2,175 770
2,175 770
2,175 770
2,175 770
2,175 770
2,175 770
2,175 770
2,175 770
2,175 770
2,175 770
2,175 770
2,175 770
2,175 770
2,175 770

RPSProfile
Solar
Wind
0%
95%
0%
63%
0%
63%
0%
55%
0%
41%
0%
36%
21%
16%
57%
28%
77%
2%
86%
2%
90%
2%
92%
2%
89%
2%
82%
2%
82%
8%
73%
31%
60%
26%
26%
47%
1%
58%
0%
60%
0%
73%
0%
70%
0%
68%
0%
74%

ExpectedEnergy
Solar
Wind
Ͳ
731
Ͳ
482
Ͳ
483
Ͳ
421
Ͳ
318
Ͳ
280
467 125
1,248 217
1,665 15
1,875 15
1,966 15
1,997 16
1,926 18
1,791 18
1,776 62
1,593 236
1,299 200
562 363
30 449
Ͳ
463
Ͳ
564
Ͳ
542
Ͳ
523
Ͳ
566

Managed
Load
1,686
1,662
1,546
1,473
1,495
1,580
1,571
1,496
1,454
1,458
1,440
1,480
1,617
1,757
1,880
2,045
2,049
2,170
2,263
2,224
2,263
2,202
2,034
1,639

Net
Load
956
1,180
1,063
1,053
1,177
1,300
979
31
(227)
(431)
(540)
(534)
(328)
(52)
42
216
549
1,245
1,784
1,761
1,698
1,660
1,512
1,073
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Compliance (continued)
StepͲbyͲStepComplianceProcess
• Rankorderthenetloadfrom
highesttolowesttocreateanet
loaddurationcurve
• Establishthepeaknetloadneedas
thehighesthournetload
• Establishtheenergyneedasthe
sumofthepositivehourlyloadsfor
allhours.Thisrepresentsthearea
underthenetͲloaddurationcurve
• LSEshowsresourceportfolioto
meetRAneed(doneasmonthly
assessmentsasthewindandsolar
profilesdiffersignificantly
throughouttheyear)

NetLoad
Duration
1,784 PeakNetLoad
1,761
1,698
1,660
1,512
1,300
1,245
PortfolioofResources
1,180
Technology
NQC
1,177
Thermal(nouselimitations)
900
1,073
Hydro(limitedto8hoursruntime) 300
1,063
RunofRiverHydro
200
1,053
GeoThermal
200
979
DR(4houravailability)
100
956
Battery
100
549
Total
1,800
216
42
31
(52)
(227)
(328)
(431)
(534)
(540)
19,278 PositiveNetEnergyNeed

NQE
21,600
2,400
4,800
4,800
400
Ͳ
33,600
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Compliance (continued)
StepͲbyͲStepComplianceProcess
• Portfolioisassessedtoseeif
thereissufficientcapacityto
meetthenetpeakloadoftheLSE
(PRMtobedeterminedwhichwill
needtoaccountfornonͲ
coincidenceofpeaks)
• Portfolioisassessedtoseeif
thereissufficientenergyavailable
fromtheresourcestomeetthe
netloadneedsoftheLSE
• IfthereisstorageintheLSE
portfolio,theenergyneedabove
isassessedtodetermineifthere
isexcessenergynecessarytofully
chargethestoragetodeliverthe
necessarycapacity

ComplianceEvaluation
Requirement Portfolio Pass/Fail
NetPeakLoad 1,784 1,800
Pass
NetEnergy
19,278 33,600
Pass
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Elements to be Further Considered
• Planning Reserve Margin

• The PRM was established at 15% based upon the need for ancillary
services, forced outage rate, and load forecast error
• Assumptions on each of those elements and how much they contribute
to the overall PRM are not defined as the 15% was largely a settlement
within the original RA proceeding
• PRM therefore covers certainty (ancillary services) and uncertainty (load
forecast error and forced outage rates)
• As this proceeding and this proposal move forward, the elements of
certainty and uncertainty should be evaluated and a measure to address
them devised:

• Ancillary Services is a known and can be added to the PRM easily and
effectively
• Forecasting error (load and wind/solar output) could be included in a PRM or
could use a more conservative forecasting approach (e.g. 1-in-5 rather than a
1-in-2)
• Forced outage rates could be in the PRM or the CAISO UCAP could account
for them at a resource level
•

In this proposal, forced outages would need to be accounted for in both NQC and
NQE
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Elements to be Further Considered
(continued)
• Diversity
•

The bottom-up approach will account for a higher net load peak than is necessary to satisfy
system needs
•

•

This would result in over-procurement unless addressed in the requirements or PRM to reflect this
potential

Product trading may be necessary to address the circumstances in which an LSE that is long
energy can trade that energy length to another LSE that is short
•

Since the must offer obligation is based upon the shown capacity, the system level benefit will be realized,
and the accounting should therefore not produce an outcome that does not benefit the system

• Deliverability
•
•
•
•

The RA structure has historically ensured that if only the RA fleet were available, the grid needs
could be served
This has required RA resources to be fully deliverable
Full deliverability has been a peak load measure
How is deliverability measured under the new NQE construct where energy will be needed in all
hours and not jus the peak

• Other RA elements
•

This proposal should be pursued for local RA as well
•

•

This would require the integration of CPE procured resources that are now allocated to LSEs for capacity
and energy for their system showing

The Flex RA program can continue to ensure that the CAISO has energy bids necessary to meet
ramping needs
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Summary
Benefits of the proposed framework
• Addresses the changing resource mix & penetration of renewable and use-limited resources
• Addresses capacity and energy needs that are required to ensure reliability and serving load
• Strikes the right balance between a peak-hour requirement and an 8760-hourly requirement
• Replaces MCC construct and addresses the shortcomings of ELCC as currently applied

List of potential items/next-level questions for workshop/working group
• NQE determination for use-limited resources
• Potential NQE trading mechanism
• PRM determination (including the use of 1-2 or 1-5 load forecasts)
• Load forecast process adjustment if necessary
• Application to local RA and consideration of flex RA
• Interaction with CPE process
• Application to hybrid/co-located resources
• Deliverability assessment
14
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Appendix B
Joint Parties’ Workshop Presentation

SCEͲCalCCATrack3B2RAReformProposal
WorkshopSlides
FEBRUARY9,2021CPUCRAREFORMWORKSHOP
R.19Ͳ11Ͳ009
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DiscussionOutline
Introduction&Safety

EnergyDivision

SCEͲCalCCAProposalMechanicsReview+Q&A

EricLittle

HowShouldtheCommissionEvaluateandCompareProposals?+Q&A

EvelynKahl

10:15Ͳ10:30

IstheProposalCompatiblewithFederal&StateLaw?+Q&A

EvelynKahl

10:30Ͳ10:40

BREAK

9:30Ͳ9:45
9:45Ͳ10:15

10:40Ͳ10:50
EricLittle
StakeholderPanel

WilltheProposalImproveReliability?+Q&A

10:50Ͳ12:00
12:00Ͳ1:00

LUNCHBREAK
IstheProposalCompatiblewithExistingPolicy&Programs?+Q&A

NickPappas
StakeholderPanel

1:00Ͳ2:00

WhatOtherImplementationIssuesRequireConsideration?+Q&A

EricLittle+NickPappas

2:00Ͳ2:30

CantheProposalBeImplementedTimelywithMinimalMarketDisruption?+Q&A

EricLittle+StefanieTanenhaus

2:30Ͳ3:00

DoestheProposalProvideWholesaleEnergyPriceMitigation?+Q&A

EricLittle+NickPappas

3:00Ͳ3:15

CatchUp&WrapUp

3:15Ͳ4:30
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SCEͲCalCCA
Proposal
Overviewand
Mechanics
3
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SCEͲCalCCA
Track3B.2
Proposal

SCEͲCalCCAproposecriticalstructuralreformstargeting
consensusRAprogramdeficiencies

TheSCEͲCalCCAproposalappropriatelybalancestheneedfor
programreformwiththeneedforcompliancefeasibilityand
marketfluidity

KeyElements:
¾

NetͲPeakCapacityTest

¾

EnergySufficiencyTest

¾

StorageChargingTest

¾

WindandSolarTreatedasNet
Load

¾

LSEͲSpecificLoadProfiles

TheSCEͲCalCCAproposaliscompatiblewithfurtherprogram
calibrationandreform(e.g.modificationstoPRM,MOO,
resourcecounting,etc.)

Necessarysimplifyingassumptionsaremitigatedbyexisting
IRPandCAISOprocesseswhichreinforceandmitigate“edge
case”reliabilityrisk

4
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NetͲLoadDurationCurveMethodology
ManagedLoad

CapacityRequirement:
MonthlyNetLoadPeak

EnergyRequirement:
SumofPositiveMonthly
NetEnergy

5
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ComplianceExample
Simplifiedexampleofmonthly
complianceforAugust2030.
• Netloadreflectsnettedsolarand
windresources(notshown).
• Bluearrowsreflectexcessenergy
availableforstoragecharging
requirement.
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ConsensusDeficiencies,ConsensusReforms?
9 SCEͲCalCCAproposalrepresentssignificant,balanceddurablereform totheRA
programstructurewhilelimitingincrementalcomplexity.
9 SCEͲCalCCAproposaldoesnotprecludefurtherreformstorefineandcalibrate
theRAprogramtoimprovereliabilityandpromoteeconomicdispatch.
CurrentProgram
ConsensusDeficiencies

StructuralEvolutionsin
SCEͲCalCCAProposal

CalibrationNotPrecludedbySCEͲ
CalCCAProposal

•

Limitedtoassessmentofgrosspeak
capacitysufficiency

•

RefocusesonLSEͲspecificmonthlynet
peak

•

Revisedloadforecast/extremeweather
sensitivity

•

Doesnotassessenergysufficiency

•

Addsassessmentofenergysufficiency

•

RevisedPlanningReserveMargin

•

PoorlysuitedtononͲconventional
resources

•

NoveltreatmentofasͲavailable
renewables;explicitaccountingfor
storagechargingneeds

•

RevisedMustOfferObligations

•

Revisedresourcecountingrules
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IstheSCEͲCalCCAProposalMore
ComplexorMoreDeveloped?
“ImplementationChallenges”identifiedinSCEͲCalCCAproposalexistacrossallproposals,butstakeholder
outreachhasresultedinmore“daylight”forSCEͲCalCCAproposal.
Problem

SCEͲCalCCA
NQE

UseͲLimitations

MarketParticipationRules
Durability

ED
EnergyHedging

ED
MCC+BidCaps

UseLimitationsNeedtobeAddressedorCalibrated

AgencyOversightandCounting
(NQC,NQE,LSEͲSpecificForecasts)
Commercial/ProductDetails
(Trading,Requirements)

PG&E
SliceͲofͲDay

SimilarAgencyInvolvementRequired
CommercialDetailsNeedDevelopmentandResolution
MarketParticipationRulesNeedDevelopmentandResolution
Designedfor
futuregrid

Timingandsizeof Lookstomarket MCCandELCC
slicecouldneed supplierstosolve likelytoneed
toevolve
energyneed
constantrevision
8
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HowShouldthe
Commission
Evaluateand
Compare
Proposals?
9
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9Istheproposalcompatiblewithfederalandstatelaw?
9Willtheproposalimprovereliabilitywithgrowing
renewablepenetration?

RAReform
Evaluationand
Comparison
Criteria

9Istheproposalcompatiblewithexistingpoliciesand
programs?
9Whatotherimplementationissuesremainthatwill
needtobeaddressed?
9Cantheproposalbeimplementedtimelywithminimal
marketdisruption?
9Doestheproposalincorporateanenergyprice
mitigationfunction?
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IstheProposal
Compatiblewith
FederalandStatelaw?
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DoestheproposalavoidFERCoversight?Maintainsabilateral,
capacityͲdrivenframework;doesnotencroachonFERCjurisdiction
comparedwithcurrentframework

SCEͲCalCCA
ProposalPresents
NoLegal
Impedimentsor
Complications

DoestheproposalavoidCFTCoversight?Doesnotcreateafinancial
derivativeproduct;avoidsCommodityFuturesTradingCommission
jurisdiction
DoestheproposalmaximizeCCArighttoselfͲprocureRA?Maintains
California’sresourceadequacyprocurementasaloadͲservingentity
requirement;complieswithPublicUtilitiesCode§380
DoestheproposalsupportandcomplementtheexistingRPS
program?RequiresnochangetoCalifornia’sRenewablePortfolio
Standardprogram;enablestheCommissionandLSEstocomplywith
§§399.11Ͳ399.33
DoestheproposalsupportcontinuedplanningviaIRP?Requires
limitedchangestoCalifornia’sIntegratedResourcePlanningprocess;
enablestheCommissionandLSEstocomplywith§454.52
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WilltheProposal
ImproveReliability
withtheEvolving
ResourceMix?

TEMPORAL
ALIGNMENTOF
SUPPLYANDDEMAND
USEͲLIMITED
RESOURCES
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SCEͲCalCCA
ProposalWill
ImproveReliability
byAddressingNet
PeakDemand,
AddingGranularity
toSupplyand
DemandMatching,
andProvidean
Opportunityto
AddressEnergy
Needs

DoestheproposaladdressnetͲpeakdemandwhilecontinuingtoaddress
peakdemand?
9Mathematically,meetingthenetpeakneedandhavinganofferobligation
onthewindandsolarforthatamountnettedwillmeetthepeakloadas
well
9 RA=PeakNetLoad՜ PeakNetͲload=Maximumoverthecomplianceperiod
(ManagedLoad– Wind– Solar)
9 SinceWindandSolararenonͲnegative,RA+Wind+Solar ManagedLoad

Doestheproposaladdressloadforecastvariability,resourceoutages,and
variableresourcegeneration?
9Directlyincorporatesestimatedhourlyloadsandvariableresourceoutput
andutilizesacalibratedPRMtoaddressuncertaintywhileallowingfor
varyingmethodstoaccountforuncertainty(e.g.loadforecastmethodand
forcedoutageratescombinedwiththePRM)
9Seefollowingslideontemporalaspects
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SCEͲCalCCA
ProposalWill
ImproveReliability
byAddressingNet
PeakDemand,
AddingGranularity
toSupplyand
DemandMatching,
andProvidean
Opportunityto
AddressEnergy
Needs(2)

Doestheproposalassessenergysufficiencyonagranularenoughtime
scaletoaddressconstraints?
9ExplicitlymodelsenergysufficiencyforeachLSE’smonthlyportfolio,
includingexplicitassessmentofenergysufficiencyforshownstorage
DoestheproposalensureresourcesparticipateeffectivelyinCAISO
markets?
9Maintainscurrentparticipationrequirements(MOO,AAH,etc.)andis
adaptabletocontinuedmarketrefinementsadoptedinparallel(e.g.UCAP)
Doestheproposaladdressuselimitedresources?
9Addressesuselimitationsexplicitlythroughthemeasurementofenergy
addressingtheissuesofwhenandforhowlongwilltheCAISOusethe
resource
9 AppropriatesolutionsthroughNQCandMOOwillbecriticalinaddressingall
limitationsbutisfeasible
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TemporalandUseLimitationIssues
Incorporating all real-world constraints into the NQC / NQE accounting is a design choice that
must be weighed againstincreasedcomplexity.
Initsproposedform,SCEͲCalCCA'sproposaldoesnotexplicitlyreflectallrealͲworldlimitations:
ම Isitpossibleforaresourceproducing24/7atpeakcapacityappeartoproduceanentiremonthof
energytomeetasinglehourneed?
ම Ifso,howlikelyisthistooccurandwhatisthemagnitudeoftheissue?

ForresourceswithUseLimitations,howistheamountofNQEcalculated?
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TemporalIssuesandUseͲLimited
Resources:SpecialConsiderations
• TensionhasalwaysexistedbetweentheplanningnatureofanRAprogramandthedaily
operationoftheCAISOgrid
•

RAisperformedannuallyandmonthlywithMCCbucketsrecognizingtheshapingtoloadthatLSEs
willnaturallyprocure
Thisresultedin:

•
•
•
•

•

MustͲofferinallhourseventhoughtheRAprogramdidnotrequiresuch
Stringentsubstitutionrequirements
ComplexMasterͲfilestodepictuselimitationsandmakesurethattheresourceoperatestoitsfull
potential

AnyproposalwillneedtoaddresshowtheRAprogramcanremainsimple
enoughtobepracticalwhilehavingsufficientmechanismsinplacetoensure
sufficientcapacityexiststosatisfyloadneeds
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CAISOPreliminaryPortfolioAssessmentis
InformativeinUnderstandingTemporalAspects
•The CAISO Portfolio Assessment (under development) is intended to rigorously test the shown RA
portfolio and procure backstop resources if deficiencies exist. Results from the initial Portfolio
Assessment (July 2020) illustrate how such a process would review shown RA resources under the SCECalCCA Proposal.

•TheJuly2020RAPortfolioAssessment:
• EvaluatedJuly2020shownRAportfolioagainstPeakload,NetPeakload,andenergyneedsofthegrid
 2,000iterationsinvolving175hourlyloadprofilesincluding1ͲinͲ5,1ͲinͲ10,1ͲinͲ20,loadconditions

• Assumptionsaboutresourceavailabilitybaseduponexistingmechanisms:
 Wind/solarbasedonsummerassessmenthourlyprofiles
 Historicoutagerates
 ModelrespectsMasterFiledataonminimumruntimeandminimumdowntime
 HydrocappedatNQCwhileutilizingsimilarhistorichydroyearproduction
 Importslimitedtointertiecapability(notbasedonhistoricMIC)
 DRassumedtobeavailableforfullNQCinallhours
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CAISOStudyResultsSuggestWorkabilityofSCEͲ
CalCCAProposal

“IntheCPUC’sRAproceeding,SCEhasproposedtotransitiontoonlyanetͲloadpeakrequirement.The
CAISOagreesthatanetͲloadpeakRArequirementisessential,butbelievesitisprematuretoremovethe
grossloadpeakrequirement.Forthisinterimperiod,theseadditionalnetloadRArequirementscouldbe
setondeterministicmodelingwithaplanningreservemargin.Therefore,theCAISOwillworkLRAsand
marketparticipantstodevelopanetͲloadRAprocurementrequirementforthe2022RAyear.”
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ApproachingtheTemporalIssue
Performstudiesofthenatureofthetemporalissues

ࢼ VariousCAISOstudiescouldhelptoformulatetheissuesuchasthePreliminaryPortfolioAssessmentand/ortheLCR
ࢼ LongerͲterm,theIRPshouldbedevelopingtheportfolioofresourcesnecessarytomeetthetemporalneedsforgridreliability

Oncethestudiesareconductedandtheprobabilityandmagnitudeknown,thenthediscussioncanturntosolutions
whichmayinclude:
ࢼ AformofMCCbucketstoaddressthehoursofenergyneed
ࢼ MustͲofferobligationstoensurethatenergyfromcertainresourcesisprovidedatthepointsofenergyneed(e.g.storage)
ࢼ Establishedspecifichoursforwhichenergycapabilitymustbedemonstrated


PotentiallyinformedbytheCAISOPortfolioanalysis

ࢼ FactoredintothePRM

UtilizetheIRPtoensurethatthefleetdevelopmentisconsistentwiththeRAneedssothattheresourcesavailableto
theRAprogramastechnologyprogressesarecapableofmeetingpeak,netͲpeak,andenergyneeds
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NextSteps
Solutionstothetemporalissueareavailable
ࢼ Studiesofthelevelofreliability(i.e.LOLE)canbeperformedtodeterminewhichof
themethodsidentifiedismosteffectiveandpracticalinmeetingthereliabilityneed

PriortotheLOLEstudies,theCAISOshouldworkwithmarketparticipantsto:
ࢼ EnsuretheassumptionsofresourceperformancematchtheRArequirementsand
proposalstructure

ࢼ Evaluateadditionalmonthswithintheportfolioassessment
ࢼ DiscussstructureandhowbothNetandGrossloadpeaksaretreatedunder
theproposal
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UseLimitedResources
Environmental
Restrictions

Operational
Minimums

Energy/
Capacity

Thermal

X

X

X

Hydro

X

Hoursof
Operation
X

X

Wind/Solar
DR

SOC

X

Storage

X

X

X

X
X

Impacts

ࢼ AbilitytomeetPeak,NetPeakcapacity
ࢼ Abilitytomeetenergyneed

Singlev.multipleaspectevaluation

ࢼ Thismultipleapplicationofaresourcewillmakeasingleevaluationpointimpractical
ࢼ Whichpatharesourcefollows(highcapacityforshortdurationorlowcapacityforlongerduration)willdependonmarketeconomics
ࢼ EnsuringtheRAfleetiscapableofmeetingeitherneedwillrequireanalyticssimilartothatoftheCAISOPortfolioEvaluation aswellas
treatmentofuncertaintyinthePRMevaluation
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ReliabilityPanelDiscussion
Ifyouhadtolistyourhighestpriorityreliabilityconcerns,whataretheyandwhy?
Asyoureviewtheproposalsoutthere,doanyofthemfailtoaddressyourhighpriority
concerns?
IsthereanyreliabilityconcernthatyouhavethatyoubelievetheSCEͲCalCCAproposaldoes
notadequatelyaddress?
Inyouropinion,canthemethodssuggestedsufficientlyaddressthereliabilityissuesalready
identifiedwiththeSCEͲCalCCAproposal(i.e.Temporalissues,UseLimitations,etc.)?
Isthereanythingelseyouwouldliketoaddtothediscussionoftheabilityoftheproposalto
meetreliabilityneeds?
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CAISOMARKETS
I N T E G R AT E D  R E S O U R C E 
PLANNING
R E N E WA B L E  P O R T F O L I O 
S TA N D A R D S  / 
D E C A R B O N I Z AT I O N
LOCAL RESOURCE
ADEQUACY PROCUREMENT
POWERCHARGE
INDIFFERENCE
A D J U S T M E N T  C A L C U L AT I O N

IstheProposal
Compatible
withExisting
Frameworks?
24
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SCEͲCalCCA
Proposal
Compatibilitywith
Current
Operational,
Planning,and
Decarbonization
Frameworks

DoestheproposalworkwithinexistingCAISOoperationalmarkets?
Maintainsexistingresourceparticipationanddispatchframework
andcompatiblewithfurthermustofferandavailabilityrefinements.
DoestheproposalsupporttheexistingRPSprogramandother
decarbonizationefforts?Retainsandrefinesaccuracyofreliability
incentiveforpreferredresources,includingvariablerenewables,
baseloadrenewables,anddemandͲsidesolutions;retainscurrent
LSEͲdrivenrenewablesmarket
DoestheproposalworkwithlocalRAprocurementbyCPE?
ResourceallocationfromCPEwouldfeedintolongͲtermLSEplanning
andshortͲtermRAcompliance
DoestheproposalsupportlongͲtermplanningthroughtheIRP?
DesignedtoworkintandemwithIRPresourceplanningand
procurement,supportsimprovedreliabilityassessmentwithinIRP
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RA in the Reliability Policy Ecosystem
MultiͲYearAhead

TimeHorizon
YearAhead/MonthAhead

Operational

IRPProcesses
• SystemͲwide
assessment
• LSEsubmissions
andaggregation
• Procurement
Track

Ensuresreliableresourcefleet
exists.

RACompliance
• LSEfilings
• CAISODeficiency
Testing/Portfolio
Assessment

Ensuresreliableresourcefleet
undercontract.

ReliabilityPerformance
• CAISOMarketDispatch

Ensuresreliableresourcefleet
economicallydispatched.

• RAisoneofseveralmutuallyreinforcingelementsofCalifornia’smultiͲpartreliabilitypolicyframework.
• WhileRArequirementsshouldstrivetomimicgridneeds,simplificationsare:
• Necessaryforcompliancefeasibilityandmarketfluidity
• NonͲdisruptivegivenmorerobustmodelingandbackstopprocurementviaIRPandCAISOPortfolioAssessment/
CapacityProcurementMechanism
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IntegrationwithCAISOMarketOperations:
NoSignificantChangesorImpediments
RAhashistoricallybeenimplementedwithintheCAISOmarketthroughaMustͲOfferObligation

ࢼ TheCAISOhasalsoimplementedopportunitycostswithinitsdefaultenergybidstoenableuselimited
resourcestoprovidethemostvaluableservicepossible
 TheperiodicityoftheRAprogramwillhavetoconsideropportunitycostasamethodology

ࢼ TheCAISOiscurrentlyevaluatingenergystorageandpotentiallyastateofchargerestrictiontomeetnet
peakload
 WillthismethodneedchangeorbenefitfromchangeundertheproposedRAstructure?

ࢼ TheCAISOisalsoconsideringchangestoimportruleswithintheRAEnhancementsStakeholderProcess
 Doesthisproposalrequireorbenefitfromanyadditionalchangesorshouldanychangesbeabandonedunderthisproposal?

Whilethesequestionsshouldbeaddressed,itdoesnotappearthestructureundertheSCEͲ
CalCCAproposalwouldprecludeimplementationofCAISOproposedRAenhancementsitems
TheproposalwouldrequiretheCAISOtoevaluatetheenergyͲbaseduselimitationassociated
withNQEandprovideamethodtodealwithsucharestrictionwithregardtoitsMOO
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IntegrationwithIntegratedResourcePlanning:
NoChangetoPurpose;LimitedRefinementsandIntegration
TheSCEͲCalCCAproposalcontemplatesintegrationoftheIRPandRAprocessestoensurethatthe
resourcesbeingplannedforarethosenecessarytoreliableoperatethegrid:
•TheRAprogramhasnothistoricallybeensufficienttodevelopnewresourcesandtherefore,theIRP
willcontinuetobeacriticalprocesstoensurethatresourcesaredevelopedtomeetstatepolicy
goalsinareliablemanner
•TheIRPprocesswillcontinuetoserveastheoverarchingprocesstoensurenewresource
developmenttomeetstatereliabilityanddecarbonizationgoals
•TheRAprocesswillensurethatLSEscontractwithavailableresources(existinganddeveloped
throughtheIRP)tomeetreliabilityneeds
Additionally,toimproveIRPoversight,theIRPshouldassessportfoliosusingSCEͲCalCCAreliability
tests.
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IntegrationwithRenewablePortfolioStandard:
NoChangetoProgramorAddedComplexityinCompliance
TheRPScouldbeusedasaninputtotheRAnetloadcalculation

ࢼ Inaddition,havinganintegratedviewofhowrenewableresourcesprovidereliabilityaswellaswhat
othermeasurescanbetakeninconcertwithrenewableresourcescanbeinformedbytheRAandIRP
processes

TheSCEͲCalCCAproposalwouldrefineandimprovereliabilityvaluesignalsforLSEprocurement

ࢼ SCEͲCalCCAproposalwillcontinuetoshowsolarandwindenergyvalueafterpeak/netͲpeakcapacity
valueissaturatedoreliminated
ࢼ SCEͲCalCCAproposalwillrecognizebaseloadrenewablecontributionsforpeak,postͲpeak,andenergy
contributions
ࢼ SCEͲCalCCAproposalwillincentivizeLSEstoinvestinstorageatlevelsproportionaltovariablerenewable
resources
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IntegrationwithLocalResourceAdequacyCentralProcurement:
NoChangeRequired
Movingforward,agrowingshareofreliabilityresourceswillbeprocuredviaCentral
ProcurementEntitywithsystemreliabilityattributes(NQCandNQE)allocatedto
LSEsasaresultoftheLocalRACPEDecision.
TheSCEͲCalCCAproposalisconsistentwithcontinuedallocationsviaCAMandCPE
whichfulfillashareofLSERArequirements.
EarlynoticeofcentrallyprocuredresourceswillbecriticaltosuccessfulLSEportfolio
management
TheSCEͲCalCCARAframeworkmaybeausefuloverlaytoincorporateinRACPE
portfoliodevelopmentforlocalreliabilityareas
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PowerChargeIndifferenceChargeCalculation:
LimitedRefinementsMayBeNecessary

•NochangetoPCIAframework
•CompatiblewithPCIAWorkingGroup3FinalReport
Framework
•Capacityproducttreatmentinmarketpricebenchmark
continueswithoutchange
•IfNQEistradedasaseparateproduct,shouldthevalueofthe
productbeaccountedforwithinPCIAMPB?
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ImplementationandCompatibilityDiscussion
AswetransitiontoanewRAstructure,whatareyourhighestpriorityimplementation/
transitionconcerns?
Asyoureviewtheproposalsoutthere,areanyofthemstructurallyincompatiblewithother
policies?
WhatareyourmostsignificantimplementationconcernsfortheSCEͲCalCCAproposal?
WouldtheSCEͲCalCCAproposalposebarrierstoexistingcontractsordevelopmentofnew
resources?
Isthereanythingelseyouwouldliketoaddtothediscussionoftheabilityoftheproposalto
beimplementedandintegratedwithotherpolicies?
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WhatOther
Implementation
IssuesRequire
Consideration?
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EnergyExpectationsCanbeAddressedThrough
theMOOandtheNQECalculation
UselimitationsforNQEcanbeaddressedthroughtheMOOorothermethods
ࢼ Thesolutiontothiswillbedependentonanumberofelements:
 TimeframeforRA(annualv.seasonalv.monthly)
 MustͲofferobligation
ම Doesthemustofferendoncetheenergylimithasbeenmet?

ࢼ Convertingsomeuselimitstohoursofoperationwillnotbeperfect
 Startlimitsmayormaynotlimittheamountofenergyfromaresourcedependingonhowmanyconsecutivehoursitiseconomic
tooperatetheresource
ම CAISOportfolioassessmentorothereconomicdispatchevaluationcouldhelpwithdeterminingthesevalues
ම Whateverthelevelofuncertaintyinenergyoutput,thePRMwillneedtobesetinaccordancetoachievethedesiredlevelof reliability

ForcedoutagesforNQEcanbeaddressedsimilartoNQC

ࢼ Dependingonthemodelselected(RAAIMv.UCAP),theamountofavailableenergywillneedtoaccount
forforcedoutagerates
ࢼ TheUCAPmethodmaybeaverygoodmannertoaddressthisasthecapacityisderated forforced
outagesandifthenmultipliedbyavailablehourswillprovidetheexpectedenergyafterforcedoutages
fromaresource
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LSESpecificBottomͲUpForecasting
RequiresChanges
EachLSEwillneedanhourlyloadforecast

ࢼ ThesumofallhoursloadforallLSEs(i.e.energy)willneedtomeetthetotalforecastoftheCECforthe
state
ࢼ ThepeakloadswillbenonͲcoincidentandwillthusoverstatethecoincidentpeakforecast

Theoretically,thesumofLSEloadforanyhourshouldbeequaltotheCECloadforthesystemasa
whole
ࢼ Methodsneedtobedevelopedtoensurethatthesumofindividualloadforecastsdonotexcessively
deviatefromthesystemloadforecast

CAISOPortfolioAssessmentmayalsoprovidecheckonaggregateloadassumptions
ThisisnotatrivialtaskandwillrequiresignificantthoughtandjointworkoftheCEC,CAISO,CPUC,
andLSEstoensurethattheprocessarrivesatthecorrectresult
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NettingandDeliverabilityCanbeAddressed
WithintheRAMethodology
Netting

ࢼ Sincetheproposaldependsonnettingthewindandsolarexpectedoutputfromthegrossload,itwillbe
necessarytoestimateexpectedwindandsolarproductionprofiles
 Varioussolar/windprofilesexist,includingfromtheIRPandCAISOPortfolioAssessment
 Indexingweatherbetweenproductionprofilesanddemandprofileswillbeimportantinaddressingcovariance

ࢼ Variabilityinoutputwillintroduceanelementofvariability(inadditiontoloadforecasterrorandforced
outagerate)tobeaccountedforwithinthePRM

Deliverability

ࢼ AppendixYoftheCAISOtariffidentifiesanOnͲPeakandOffͲPeakdeliverabilityassessment
 SincethisproposalshiftsfromaPeakLoadmetrictoaPeak,NetPeak,andenergyneedassessment,thedeliverabilityof
resourcesinallhourswillbecomeimportant

ࢼ ItispossibletoassessdeliverabilitymoregranularlythanjustthepeakastheCAISOhasalreadyshown
ࢼ Thequestionthenwouldappeartobewhatgranularityisnecessarytoevaluatepeak,netpeak,and
energyoverallhours
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Hybrid/CoͲlocatedResourcesCanbeAccounted
forConsistentwithStandͲAloneResources
Theproposalhasbatterystorageasamethodtomovecapacityfromonetimetoanothertoserve
energyneeds
Theportfolioisevaluatedforitsabilitytoserveloadandifusingabatterytomeetcapacityneeds,is
theremainderoftheportfoliosufficienttochargethebattery(includinglosses)tomeetthisneed
ThequestionaroundhybridandcoͲlocatediswhethertherestrictiontochargefromthehost
renewabledifferentiatesthisaccounting
Sincethestorageofahybrid/coͲlocatedcandischargeatanytime(includingwhiletherenewableis
generating),itisnotclearthatthesamecountingmethodologywillnotworkforhybrid
ࢼ SCEandCalCCAareopentofurtherdiscussionifadeficiencycanbeidentified
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VariabilityisaCombinationofPRMandRAForecasting
MethodologyConsideredComprehensively
Withanincreaseinuselimitedresourcesandresourceswhoseproductionisdependentonfuel
supplies,theabilitytoevaluateuncertaintyandtheimpactsofdiversityofresourcesintheabilityto
providereliableoperationiscrucial
Historically,thePRMhasbeenimplementedtoaddress:
ࢼ AncillaryServices(known)
ࢼ ForcedOutages(variable)
ࢼ LoadForecastError(variable)

UndertheSCEͲCalCCAproposal,thereisanadditionalvariabilityoftherenewablegeneration
forecast(whichexiststodayandwillbeaddressedunderthisproposalexplicitly)tocalculatenet
load
OpposingthatistheuseofabottomͲupnonͲcoincidentpeakmeasure
Intotal,theproposalwillrequireanalysistoevaluateLOLEandtosetacombinationofmethodsto
addressuncertaintytoarriveatthedesiredLOLE
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CantheProposal
BeImplemented
Timelywith
MinimalMarket
Disruption?
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ImplementationStepsandTimeline
Summer2021
Q32021ͲQ22022

RAReform
DirectionalDecision Address
Implementation
Mechanicsand
CalibratePRM

CY2023
Implementfor
ComplianceYear
2023
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ImplementationStepsandTimeline
Q32021ͲQ22022
AddressImplementationMechanicsand
CalibratePRM

FinalizePolicyDesignElements(CPUCProceeding):
• TheNQEProduct– Counting,Assignment,ProductTrading
• NQEMustOfferObligationConsiderations
• LSEͲSpecificHourlyLoadForecasting
• WindandSolarNetting,Deliverability
• Hybrid/CoͲLocatedResourceCounting
• Calibration– DiversityBenefits,Uncertainty,Planning
AgencyProcessChangesandImplementationActivities(CEC,
CPUC,CAISO):
• LSEͲspecificloadforecasting(CEC)
• ResourceͲSpecificNQC/NQEAssignment(CPUC/CAISO)

ImplementationinComplianceYear2023isaggressivebutpotentiallyfeasible.
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OutcomeisDependentonContracting
Parties
Easeofimplementationislikelydependentoftwofactors:
ම ExistingContractTerms
ම Willtheinclusionofanenergymeasurecreatecontractualdisputes?

ම ProductTradeͲability
ම Willthemarketquicklyandefficientlybecomecapableoftransactingan
additionalRAproduct
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Doesthe
ProposalProvide
Wholesale
EnergyPrice
Mitigation?
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EnergyMarketHedging/PriceMitigationCouldBe
BoltedontoSCEͲCalCCAProposal
Threedistinctproposalshavebeensubmittedwiththeintentofmitigatingsystemmarketpower
exercisebyRAresources:
• RAResourceBidCapof$300orDefaultEnergyBid(EnergyDivision)
• RAResourceQuasiͲTollingContractingRequirement(PG&E)
• MultiͲyearforwardfullenergyhedgingrequirement(EnergyDivision/Dr.FrankWolak)

WhiletheSCEͲCalCCAproposaldoesnotmodifyexistingRAresourcebiddingobligations,itis
compatiblewithrefinementstotheexistingmustͲofferobligationrequirementifdeemednecessary
foracompetitivewholesalemarket:

ࢼ Anysystemmarketpowermitigationrequirementshouldconsidertheroleofdifferentbiddingstrategies
in“sorting”useͲlimitedresourcestoensuretheyarenotusedprematurely
ࢼ BiddingrequirementsshouldbeappliedonagoingͲforwardbasisonlytoavoiddisruptingexisting
contracts
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WrapUp
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